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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to the Net Book of Encounters; 
 
This little book was created for the sole purpose of assisting a Dungeon Master who has little time to plan a detailed 
encounter while his players are travelling between cities, towns or even exploring the open countryside of his/her 
campaign world.  These encounters are meant to supplement a module or existing campaign.  They provide a little 
variation and way for the party to collect a little treasure and experience points while traveling from point A to point 
B.   
 
The encounters were generated using my Prandria Encounter Generator, which can be downloaded as part of my 
excel generator pack from www.community3e.com.  The treasure, gems, NPC’s, and magical items were also 
generated from their like generators.  Naturally the generators only provide what the encounter is, the rest I used my 
imagination to fill in the synopsis and narrative sections of the encounter.  In my custom campaign called the 
“World of Prandria”  I have nearly all published D20 material blended into my own campaign to add even more 
variety and spice to my world.   
 
The details of each of these encounters were taken from their Listed Source material, though you do not need the 
Source Material to play the encounter, the creature descriptions given in each book provide extra reference and 
additional information that is not included to the encounters presented here. 
 
The Reference materials for which my Encounters can come from are listed: 
Wizards of the Coast – Monster Manual 
Wizards of the Coast – Monsters of Faerun 
Sword and Sorcery – Creature Collection Volume I 
Sword and Sorcery – Creature Collection Volume II 
 
Each encounter starts off with the following format. 
What the encounter is  
What time the encounter occurred 
What source material the encounter can be found in. 
Synopsis of the encounter 
Treasure the encounter contains (if any) 
Narrative of the encounter 
 
The title of the encounter is basically a simple title of what the encounter contains.  IE.  Gnolls (8), which would 
indicate the encounter contains 8 gnolls. 
 
If the time of the encounter does not suit the DM, feel free to change the time to whatever.  Though some of my 
encounters have narrative’s specific to the time of day. 
 
The source material is where I pulled the information from, my Generator includes many books and issues of 
Dragon Magazine as reference material.  If you own the books for the encounters, I suggest reading the description 
of the creature in the books so you get a better Idea of how the creature(s) work and what you can do with them.  If 
you do not own the books, I have provided enough information in the encounter that you can just play the encounter 
out.  I included all relevant information pertaining to the creature that would be found in the book. 
 
I wrote the synopsis with the intention to give the Dungeon Master a sense of what the creature or is going to happen 
in the encounter.  It gives a feel for how the creatures think, or what circumstances are behind the encounter.  These 
can be helpful, especially if you are looking for explanations or your players are interested in digging deeper into the 
encounter.   
 
The treasure section of the encounter is standard for the creature’s CR and if the creature contains treasure.  Some 
encounters do not have any treasure, and some do. 
 
I wrote the narrative section of the encounter to allow Dungeon Masters to quickly read an introduction to the 
encounter without having to invent or write any material themselves.  This coincides with the synopsis of the 
encounter, and the Dungeon Master can swap any of this information and put in his own as he sees fit. 
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I created five encounters for each of the following terrains:  Plains, Forest, Hills, Mountains and Swamps.  The 
challenge ratings for the random encounters vary from a CR of 3 to a CR of 10.  This provides a wide range of 
encounters.  My generators do not account for level of party, they generator creatures based on the frequency 
patterns I set in them.   
 
Please provide me feedback on this book and if you have used my generators, feedback is always welcome.  I intend 
to continue updating this book with new encounters often, until probably it grows to fifty encounters, whereas if this 
free little book gains enough feedback and is liked, I will compile a second after it. 
 
Thank you for your interest in reading this book, send me some feedback. 
Justin R. Germino 
mailto:jgermin999@yahoo.com 
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Plains Encounters 
 
Encounter 1 – Ratman, White Wraiths (6) 
Source:  Sword & Sorcery Creature Collection II 
Time: 5:53pm 
 
Ratmen, White Wraiths    Initiative  +2 Movement 30’/15’ climb   CR – 1 (5 total) 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  12  16  +4 melee 1d6+2 (Scimitar)  Fort +3 
2.  15  16  +4 melee 1d6+2 (Scimitar)  Refl +5 
3.  17  16  +4 melee 1d6+2 (Scimitar)  Will +3 
4.  22  16  +4 melee 1d6+2 (Scimitar) 
5.  16  16  +4 melee 1d6+2 (Scimitar) 
6.  13  16  +4 melee 1d6+2 (Scimitar) 
Skills:  Balance +2, Climb +5, Hide +7, Intimidate +1, Move Silently +3, Jump +3, Spot +2, Wilderness Lore +2 
Feats:  Dodge (bonus not included in AC above), Run 
Special:  All white wraiths weapons are coated with a white powdery poison, all those who are struck must make a 
fortitude save vs DC 12 or be paralyzed 1d4+2 minutes (only one save is necessary per encounter, not per hit). 
   
Synopsis:   
One half dozen White Wraith Ratmen will come upon the adventuring party at late afternoon.  The ratmen will try to 
observe the party and quietly sneak up on them if possible.  The ratmen will spend two rounds observing the party, 
and make a hide check at +7 bonus.  If the party fails to spot them, they will use the time to determine if they can 
overtake the party, and will not attack if they feel the party members are more powerful (They will not attack if the 
party is over eight members, or have some fantastical creature in the party that looks mighty.) 
The white wraith ratmen will be wearing no clothing, but will all be wielding scimitars.  White Wraith Ratmens skin 
and fur are completely transparent except for a thin translucent line of fur around their bodies.  This makes them 
appear to be skeletons.  A spot check of DC20 will be required, or the party will mistake them for ratman skeletons 
until they are actually in melee combat with them.  The ratmen will fight fiercly and fast using their run feat to close 
distance as quickly as possible, if they are spotted at a distance.  They will attempt to swarm and paralyze the 
warriors first and then deal with the spellcasters.  They will flee if more than ½ their number is killed and they seem 
to have no chance of winning the encounter. 
 
Treasure:  34gp, 836cp and the six scimitars that the ratmen carry. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the player 
As the party is trudging through the final walking hours of the afternoon, the sun starts a slow decent over the 
western horizon.   
DM – Have the party make spot checks (if they fail to beat the ratmen hide checks, then read below) 
Not noticing anything unusual you are all continuing your walk keeping a constant vigil in the direction you are 
traveling. 
Time passes 
An eruption of wails and screams from the rear of the party causes everyones gaze to focus in that direction.  A half 
dozen skeletons brandishing scimitars starts to attack the group, they are a mere ten feet away.  After a few seconds 
of examination they appear to be the skeletons of rat like humanoids. 
If the party beat the Ratmen’s Hide Check 
Noticing the glint of metal in the distant of about two hundred feet, you notice skeletons creeping slowly across the 
ground, carrying some sort of metal weapon they are gradually coming closer to the group.  Their appear to be a half 
dozen of them. 
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Encounter 2 – Monstrous Scorpions, Medium Size (3) 
Source:  WOTC Monster Manual 
Time: 12:11 AM 
 
Monstrous Scorpions (Medium)    Initiative  +0 Movement 40’   CR – 1 (3 total) 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  14  14  +2,+2,-3 melee 1d4+1 claw/1d4 sting Fort +5 
2.  17  14  +2,+2,-3 melee 1d4+1 claw/1d4 sting  Refl +0 
3.  12  14  +2,+2,-3 melee 1d4+1 claw/1d4 sting  Will +0 
 
Skills:  Climb +8, Hide +8, Spot +7 
Feats:  Improved Grab, Squeeze, Poison 
Special:  Those hit with the stinger of a medium scorpion must make a fortitude save vs DC 15 or suffer 1d4 points 
of strength damage.  One minute later they must make another saving throw or suffer the same damage. 
Improved Grab:   If a scorpion hits with one claw, it will use its third attack as an immediate sting against the 
opponent who does not get their dexterity modifier due to being held. 
Squeeze:  An opponent smaller than the scorpion who is hit by a single claw automatically deals damage with both 
claws and tail at full damage. 
 
Synopsis:   
These mindless scorpions which are around six feet in length and three feet wide.  Their bodies are flat and only are 
six inches high, however their tails are curled in the air when they attack and are nearly four feet in height. 
It is just past midnight and the scorpions are looking for food and defending their territory.  They will mindlessly 
attempt to scavenge food from the party, not attacking them unless the party stirs and rises to their feet.  Or if there 
is someone on watch, they will attack only when they are threatened. 
Once they attack they will mindlessly fight until death, attacking with both claws followed by a sting.   
If there is nobody on watch, then a listen check against DC 25 will be required to hear the scorpions and awake.  The 
party watch person must make a spot against the opposing scorpions hide check to spot them before they get in the 
camp, and against DC 14 if they are already rummaging through fellow pc’s backpacks in search of food. 

 
Treasure:  None 
 
Narration: 
Read to the player (if there is a party watch) 
In the twilight hours just moments after the position of the moon tells you it is midnight, a small clicking sound like 
that of a broken twig alerts your attention.  You carefully spy the area’s around the encampment. 
DM – Have the party watchers make spot checks (If they fail to see the scorpions, then read below) 
Your gaze studies the surroundings carefully but is unable to ascertain any threat or abnormality in the area. 
Time passes, allow the watchers another spot check against the scorpions in the encampment (also allow the 
sleeping party members near the scorpions a listen check) If any succeed, read the following. 
You are surprised to find a trio of large and nasty looking scorpions rummaging through the party’s belongings, 
tearing holes in sacks, eating bits of rations.  Each of the scorpions nears six feet in length and three in width.  They 
seem to be startled by your movements and raise their venomous looking tails high in the air above them.   
If the watchers noticed the scorpions before they got into camp read the following: 
You spot creeping rather quickly along the ground about fifty feet from the encampment are large scorpions.  They 
are scampering toward the center of the sleeping party. 
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Encounter 3 – Ettin (1) 
Source:  WOTC Monster Manual 
Time: 1:11 AM 
 
Ettin       Initiative  +3 Movement 40’   CR – 5  
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  71  18  +12/+7 melee 1d10+6 club  Fort +9 
    +5/+0 ranged 1d8+6 longspear  Refl +2 
Skills:  Listen +10, Search +0, Spot +10     Will +3 
Feats:  Alertness, Improved Initiative, Power Attack 
Special:  Superior Two Weapon Fighting, Darkvision 90’ 
 
Synopsis:   
This lone ettin is on a death mission, he arrived home from a hunting party to find that their small village of only a 
dozen ettins was destroyed and his mate was killed.  His three comrades were going to seek another tribe to join, but 
he wanted vengeance.  Both of his heads agreed they would best be served by walking through the plains at night 
killing everything they crossed, as sooner or later they would kill those responsible for killing the ettin women and 
children.   
He is not stealthy and the active and awake party members are entitled to a Listen check DC 18 to hear him coming 
at about one hundred and fifty feet.  If the party fails, or no party members are awake, the ettin will spot the party at 
90’ from its excellent darkvision.  The ettin will most likely charge at this point to try and finish the party off as 
quickly as possible.  It will hurl its one longspear at a spellcaster, if there are any spellcasters about to cast at the 
start of combat.  Then it will close and club everyone to death, concentrating on two attacks against the same 
opponent to try and break them down faster. 
 
Treasure:  3pp, 21gp, 887cp, Masterwork Medium sized Breastplate (all carried in large sack)  
This treasure was acquired through killing another small group earlier in the evening.  This group was killed while 
they were sleeping, so they did not cause any harm to the ettin. 
 
Narration: 
Have the active and awake members of the party make listen checks against DC 18, if they succeed read the 
following. 
The low and distant thudding of footsteps indicate something large is nearby, something very heavy and massive.  
After a moment 
The thudding starts increasing in pace, and you spot a large nearly fourteen foot two headed giant rushing at the 
group, a club in each hand flailing as it charges at the group.  
DM – If the party failed their initial listen check, then read the following. 
As you are watching your belongings, at the edge of your vision, at sixty feet you see a tremendous creature 
charging at the party.  Barely able to let a scream of warning fly from your lips you draw your weapons and face the 
creature which has two heads and wields large tree trunk like clubs in each hand. 
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Encounter 4 – Half Buried Money Purse 
Source:  None 
Time: 6:47 pm 
 
Synopsis:   
The party is about to pass over a small ½ buried coin purse containing 17gp, 41sp, and 274cp.  The coin purse was 
dropped when a small group of halflings had fled from an attacking hobgoblin party.  The DM may allow the party 
to make spot checks, which depending on the result reveal the following. 
If the check beats  
DC 15   The party notices footprints faded and scattered throughout the area. 
DC 20  The party notices some loose piece of cloth sticking up from the ground 
 
Treasure:  17gp, 41sp, 274cp 
 
Narration: 
Have the party make their spot checks, if the spot checks beat DC 15 but fall shy of 20, then read the following. 
As you are traveling through the land, within an hour of breaking for camp, you notice small faded footprints 
scattered along the area which you are traveling. 
If the party makes a Search Check and beats DC 17, they will find the coin purse. 
 
If the party beat DC 20 with the spot check, then read the following. 
As you are within moments of breaking for camp, you notice scattered footprints around the area.  As your eyes 
trace the footprints and where they are going and coming from, your gaze spots a small piece of cloth sticking up 
from the ground just to the west. 
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Encounter 5 – Gnolls (8) 
Source:  WOTC Monster Manual 
Time: 8:50 PM 
 
Gnolls       Initiative  +0 Movement 20’(scalemail)   CR – 1 ( 5 total) 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  15  17  +3m,+1r  1d8+2 axe   Fort +4 
2.  12  17  +3m,+1r  1d6 shortbow  Refl +0 
3.  11  17  +3m,+1r     Will +0 
4.  10  17  +3m,+1r 
5.  9  17  +3m,+1r  
6.  15  17  +3m,+1r 
7.  16  17  +3m,+1r 
8.  13  17  +3m,+1r  
 
Skills:  Listen +3, Spot +3      
Feats:  Power Attack 
Special:  Darkvision 60’ 
 
Synopsis:   
This is a hunting party of gnolls that is looking for some easy prey.  The will approach the camp with the intention 
of robbing the party of their coin purses.  They will attack and kill the party, if the party fails to surrender their 
coinpurses.  The gnolls are very sneaky and will  notice the campfire from a distance.  Only four gnolls will approach 
the party and make the demands, the other four will wait behind and if the party fails to comply, will rush forward to 
attack and attempt to overrun the party.  These gnolls will come in with their light crossbows knocked, and will 
resort to using their axes, once close enough to charge in. 

 
Treasure:  10gp, 86sp, 240cp,  
1 small Hambergyle gem (6.7ct, marquis cut) worth 63gp 
1 small Dioptase gem (3.7ct, round cut) worth 4gp 
1 Masterwork small wooden shield 
1 Masterwork Longsword 
1 arcane scroll of (Hypnotism, Magic Mouth, Corrosive Grasp (found in magic of faerun)) 
 
The gnolls had killed a small party of hobgoblins yesterday, the hobgoblin leader had the masterwork weapon and 
shield, while there was an arcane scroll among the hobgoblins possessions.  The gnolls are merely holding these 
items, for salvage and to sell somewhere.  They cannot read the scroll, and do not use any of the masterwork items. 
 
Narration: 
Have any awake and actively watching party members make a listen check, followed by a spot check. 
If the listen and spot check succeed, read the following 
At first you hear the slow clinking sounds of armor or metal against metal, within seconds of hearing the sounds you 
spot a group of gnolls approaching the party, they have light crossbows already loaded and aimed at the group.  One 
of them seems to signal that they wish to parlay. 
If the party fails both the listen and spot checks, then they will be surprised. 
Out of nowhere, before the group stands four gnolls armed with light crossbows aimed at the party members.  They 
must have snuck right into the camp without being seen, as they are almost on top of the party.  One of them raises 
its hand, and in broken common says “Give us all  money or die”. 
 
Read this part when the other four gnolls rush in to assist the first party. 
While engaging in combat with the four gnolls, the tide of combat looks favorable, or so you thought.  As you 
prepare your actions, you see another four gnolls charging in from just outside the campfire light.  They are armed 
with battleaxes and looking for blood. 
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Forest Encounters 
 
Encounter 1 – Marrow Knight (1) 
Source:  Sword & Sorcery Creature Collection I 
Time: 1:50 AM 
 
Marrow Knight     Initiative  +6 Movement 60’   CR – 5  
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  84  19  +16 melee 2d6+6 greatsword Fort +4 
    +13 ranged 1d8 longbow  Refl +6 
Skills:  Listen +4, Jump +5, Spot +6     Will +8 
Feats:  Improved Initiative, Weapon Focus (Greatsword) 
Special:  Trample, Undead, Spurs 
Trample -  If a small opponent provides and attack of opportunity, the marrow knight can make an immediate 
trample at +20 melee attack, if hit the opponent takes 2d6 damage and is knocked down and pinned.  The victim 
must make a reflex save vs DC 18 as an action to roll free.  If failed, the victim suffers 2d6 points of damage per 
round as long as the marrow knight tramples.  A marrow knight can fight without penalty while trampling an 
opponent underneath. 
Spurs – The marrow knight has sharp spurs protruding from every joint on its body, if someone attempts to grapple 
or jump on the marrow knight, they must make a reflex save vs DC12 or suffer 1d10 damage from one of the bone 
spurs. 
Undead – Marrow knights being undead are immune to poison, sleep, paralysis, stunning, disease, critical hits, 
subdual damage, ability damage, energy drain and death from massive damage. 
 
Synopsis: 
This horrific creation which was done by a secretive necromancer in the area has been tasked with one thing alone, 
finding humanoids, killing them and bringing the dead bodies back to the necromancer.  This sentient undead, was 
magically pieced together from a horse skeleton and a human skeleton.  So it resembles an undead centaur with 
sharp spurs protruding from all joints.  It is extremly fast, and is somewhat cunning, though it has intelligence, it has 
no self thoughts.  It can follow orders, but cannot think for itself.  Therefore it has a crude tactic in combat, find 
nearest person, kill, then move to next.   
The marrow knight will be able to spot the group from quite a distance and will just gallop toward the sleeping 
party.  At a movement of 120’ while running, the party will most likely be surprised unless the watch members can 
make a listen check vs DC20 or a spot check vs DC 22.  This will be the only early warning. 
Though the marrow knight has a longbow, it will not use it unless the last opponent(s) try to flee, it will pelt them 
down with arrows, then gallop toward them with its greatsword. 
 
Treasure:  The marrow knight has no treasure, its victims are carried back immediately to the necromancer so it 
will not have anything to scavenge when it attacks the party. 
 
Narration: 
Allow the watching characters to make listen checks vs DC20 and spot checks vs DC22 if any of them succeed read 
the following. 
Your accute senses of hearing and seeing have clued you in to something amiss, the uneven stirring of sounds in the 
night or the uneven movement of the brush and tree limbs in the distance indicate something very fast is rushing in.  
Almost as if a soft pattering clicking sound, like a hollow set of hoof beats is heard growing closer at an alarmingly 
fast rate. 
The party can warn the others, or wait at this point.  Either way, by the time they see the creature, the first round of 
combat will begin and the creature will attack the nearest watcher. 
Speeding toward the encampment so fast it appears almost as if a blur, you see a huge nearly 8’ tall skeletal like 
creature.  Resembling an undead centaur with a human upper torso and skeletal horse body, it wields a greatsword in 
its two arms and has a longbow and quiver of arrows strapped to its back.  It also is mostly covered in full platemail, 
its skeletal bones visible between each seam and underneath the helm.  Something even more unnerving is at every 
joint and seam in the platemail, long bone spikes jut out from the creatures joint area’s.  The creature turns its 
attention on you then, galloping at full speed with greatsword held ready to be swung. 
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Encounter 2 – Flesh Golem (1) 
Source: WOTC Monster Manual 
Time: 1:41pm 
 
Flesh Golem      Initiative  -1  Movement 30’   CR – 7 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  59  18  2 x +10 melee 2d8+5 fist slam  Fort +3 
         Refl +2 
Skills:  None        Will +3 
Feats:  None 
Special:  Beserk, Construct, Magic Immunity, Damage Reduction 15 / +1 
Beserk – a cumulative 1% chance per round of combat that the golem goes on a beserk killing spree breaking and 
smashing anything in its path.  Without its creature around the golem will be on this spree until everything is dead 
and lifeless and the golem will eventy stop and rest whereas the beserk state will end. 
Magic Immunity – Flesh golems are immune to all spells, except as follows.  Fire and cold spells slow them as per 
spell for 2d6 rounds without a save, electric based spells break any slow effect and cure 1 point of damage for every 
3 points inflicted. 
 
Synopsis: 
A powerful wizard of relatively unknown status sent his flesh golem off on a simple quest to retrieve a single object 
from a lair near the area.  The golem will walk past the party and pay them no heed.  If the party chooses to attack 
the golem, it will defend itself.  If the party chooses to follow the flesh golem, it will lead them to a small forest cave 
in about six hours.  The cave contains the remains of a behir, and there is treasure to be found.  In the cave if it is 
searched.   
This is an encounter where the players gain the most reward by following the golem to the cave, and then raiding the 
cave.  The golem will have retrieved a +3 wounding dagger, the golem does not know which dagger is the magical 
one, so it will gather every dagger in the area.  (This may clue the party in to something). 
 
Treasure:  The flesh golem carries nothing, but if the party traces the golem back to the cave, they can find the 
following: 
1362gp, 412sp, 900cp 
4 damages suits of chainmail, 4 longswords, 4 small steel shields, 2 battle axes, 1 bastard sword, 1 greatsword, 5 
daggers (which the golem will pick up). 
The only magical item is  one of the five daggers, which is very normal looking, this is the +3 wounding dagger (the 
party will only get this item, by killing the golem at this point, as it will fight to keep and make sure it retrieves all 
daggers). 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players 
A couple of hours past noon, you are traversing through the sparse wooded forest, weaving around trees that happen 
to be in your path.  When you spot moving parallel to the east, but in the opposite direction a humanoid making 
haste.  At first glance it appeared to be a human but around seven feet tall, instead you now see scar marks and 
stiches all over its body.  Its arms appear to be sown on, and its head is slightly disfigured.  The creature does not 
seem to have any interest in the group however, its eyes fixed forward it does not even glance in your direction as it 
starts to move past. 
If the party attacks the creature it will defend itself, read the following 
The creature does not seem to even care or notice that you are advancing upon it threateningly, but when you 
approach within fifteen feet it does start to look in your direction.  Almost as if it senses danger it raises its large 
fists in a warning. 
If the party follows the golem, read the following 
You start tracking the creature keeping pace is  a little difficult and starts wearing the party a little thin, six hours 
later as nightfall arrives the stichted together man shows no signs of slowing.  Just as you were considering 
abandoning the pursuit, you see it weaves through some trees and starts entering a cave in the forest floor. 
You can describe the cave, you can describe the remains of the behir, and the glint of treasure 
As you assess the cave, you notice the flesh man sifting through the entire cavern and picking up small objects.  
Daggers, he is collecting daggers, and after picking up five of them you see the flesh golem looking for more. 
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Encounter 3 – Bulette (1) 
Source:  WOTC Monster Manual 
Time:  4:50pm 
 
Bullette      Initiative  +2 Movement 40’ burrow 10’   CR – 7 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  106  18  +12/+7/+7 2d8+8 bite, 2d6+4 claw Fort +11 
    bite/claw/claw    Refl +8 
Skills:  Jump +12, Listen +6,       Will +4 
Feats:  None 
Special:  Leap, Scent, Tremorsense 
Leap – A bulette can jump into the air making four claw attacks instead of two, but unable to attack with its bite.  
All four attacks are made at +12 bonus. 
Tremorsense – Bulletes automatically sense everything that is in contact with the ground within 60’, so can only be 
surprised by flying opponents. 
 
Synopsis: 
The party will be traveling through the jungle, the Bullette will sense them from underneath the ground and burrow 
beneath them, to come up just to the side of the group and attack them.  It will attempt to devour them as quick as 
possible, and knows no retreat.  The creature will perform its initial attack as a leap attack, chosing one target to tear 
to pieces, it will then bite and claw its way through the rest of the group. 
 
Treasure:  Bullettes eat and digest everything so they carry no treasure. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players 
A calm gently breeze in the middle afternoon breathes through the air, the last several hours travelling through the 
forest have been rather pleasant, seeing many small birds and natural woodlife act in its normal fashion.  This 
tranquility continues for another fifteen minutes, when a low rumbling and tremor from the ground startles the 
group.  Wildlife scuttles away as fast as possible, and just as you are struggling to hold onto your footing, within 30’ 
from the group you see the ground break open.  A huge triangular crest breaks the surface of the ground followed by 
a massive form covered with dull yellow plates all over its body.  It is nearly fifteen feet long and almost eight feeet 
in height when it finally breaks the surface, the triangular mouth of the huge creature snaps open and then shut as it 
leaps for the group. 
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Encounter 4 – Spectral Plant (1) 
Source:  Sword & Sorcery Creature Collection II 
Time:  9:21am 
 
Spectral Bushes Hardness 6   HP   20  Save DC 15 CR 6 
Energy Drain – Any living creature passing through a spectral plant must make a fortitude save vs the DC listed 
above (15).  If the save fails the victim suffers 1 negative level.  The save again at 24 hours to remove the negative 
level is at the same DC.  If a victim dies as a result and the body is left within the spectral plants, the body turns into 
a spectre in 24 hours. 
Incorporeal – Spectral plants can only be hit by +1 or better magical weapons, and corporeal sources have a 50% 
chance of causing no damage.  Solid objects and creatures pass through spectral plants at will. 
Improved Invisibility – Spectral plants remain invisible except for a round which a living creature passes through 
one and suffers its energy drain. 
Special Turning – if a cleric uses the turn ability for every hit die that a cleric is able to turn, it inflicts 1d8 points of 
damage to the plant (ignoring hardness). 
 
Synopsis: 
There is a small 100’ section of forest that is directly in front of the group that is devoid of life.  Nothing but dead 
dirt and some dead animals litter the area.  There are no trees or plantlife.  This will not be an encounter if the party 
avoids the dead area, but if the walk into the dead area there is a 60% chance they will stumble and walk through the 
spectral bushes which will trigger them, forcing the victim to make a save and making them visible (they appear to 
be normal bushes in a transluscent ghost like state).  This area was caused by a wild magic spell gone awry many 
years ago (unknown to the PC’s). 
 
Treasure:  There is no treasure. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players 
Not more than a couple of hours after breaking camp and heading out on your journey this morning, before you spot 
up a head a peculiar section of the wood.  An almost circular chunk of the forest appears to be devoid of plantlife.  
Just black and brown dirt covers the ground and a few rotted shrubs, a dead antelope and some dead mice little the 
small 100’ area of dead ground.  The plantlife just outside of the area all tilt and are growing away from the dead 
area, as if trying to avoid it. 
If the characters avoid the area, then there is no encounter.   
However, if the characters investigate the area read the following (if you rolled under 60% on a d100 check (see 
synopsis above)) 
As you are investigating the oddity of this patch of ground, {Character who is caught} notices a rather fatigued 
feeling, all of a sudden wispy ghostlike plantmatter becomes faintly visible and white in color.  It completely 
surrounds you, and you feel a little weak and sick (PC makes fortitude save or suffers 1 negative energy level).  The 
rest of you watch as your comrade passes through the translucent ghost like bushes all strewn together and notice a 
few strands of your fellows hair has turned gray. 
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Encounter 5 – Goblin Bear 
Source:  Sword & Sorcery Creature Collection I 
Time:  11:38am 
 
Goblin Bear     Initiative  +4 Movement 60’ CR – 6 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  99  22  +14/+9/+9 1d10+5 bite, 2d6+2 claw Fort +12 
    bite/claw/claw    Refl +3 
Skills:  Listen +2, Spot +2       Will +3 
Feats:  Alertness, Improved Critical, Improved Initiative, Sunder 
Special:  Shoulder Spines, Neck-breaking shake, Thick-headed 
Shoulder Spines – Goblin bears have twin ruffs of barbed shoulder spines that trace all the way to its hips.  
Whenever an opponent makes an attack roll against the goblin bear, the bear may make a free roll to hit with its 
spines, inflicting 1d6+5 points of damage if it succeeds.  This attack can be made each time the creature is 
physically attacked. 
Neck-breaking Shake – If a goblin bear grabs prey with its bite, it shakes so savagely intending to break the victims 
neck or spine.  If the bear causes a critical hit with its bite, it may make an additional 2d10+5 damage in shaking 
damage in addition to critical hit damage. 
Thick-Headed – The goblin bear is immune to fear and mind influencing spells as well as subdual damage. 
 
Synopsis: 
Resembling more of a giant wolverine than a bear, the goblin bear is the size of a pony and has a reddish-brown pelt.  
It will eat anything, but generally avoids travelers.  This particular bear will be rather hungry and will travel within 
fourty feet from the group in a generally aggressive manner.  It will grown and howl from a small distance while 
circling the group.  It will not attack the group unless it is teased or attacked.  If the group throws food for it, it will 
quickly snatch the food and leave.   
 
Treasure:  There is no treasure. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players 
Woods are always fun to travel through,  the trees providing ample shade from the sun and the sounds of the forest 
life ring like music in your ears.  You have been traveling for a handful of hours already this morning, and you are 
quite sure noon is around the corner.  A musky scent is noticed in the air as you continue your stroll, you pass 
nearby a set of tree’s that all have wet marks on them.  The liquid slightly yellow and a very acidic smell to it.  Not 
quite sure what creature marked these tree’s, you continue on your way a little more cautious.  As you continue 
trudging between tree’s you hear a low growling sound coming from the west.  You see slowly circling the group is 
a rather large beast, resembling a giant wolverine but much more massive, and with the face more like a bear.  It has 
reddish brown fur, almost the color of rust and it circles the group, growling and occasionally opening and closing 
its mouth.  It seems to keep a distance of around fourty feet. 
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Hill Encounters 
 
Encounter 1 – Haaelle – Lone NPC 
Source:  (Custom Random NPC Generator) 
Time: 4:04 pm 
 
Haaelle (Female Kobold Cleric lvl 3)     Initiative  +5 Movement 15’  CR – 3 
Str 11, Dex 12, Con 14, Int 16, Wis 12, Cha 14 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  22  17  +2  1d6 quarterstaff  Fort +5 
         Refl +4 
Skills:  Hide +8, Move Silently +5, Concentration +4, Spellcraft +5  Will +4 
Feats:  Improved Initiative, Lightning Reflexes   
Special:  Cleric Spells (4/3/1) 
0 – Detect Magic, Resistance, Mending, Create Water 
1 – Magic Stone, Summon Monster 1, Bane, {Domain Spell} 
2 – Hold Person, {Domain Spell} 
Haaelle stands 2’4” and weighs 39lbs, she is 14 years old and is very intelligent for her species. Her alignment is 
neutral and she worships the dragon god in your campaign.  You will have to give her domain spells per the god in 
your domain that she worships. 
 
Synopsis: 
Haaelle was always a helpful individual, she devoted her life to healing others and not bothering with the good or 
evil aspect of someones nature.  Recently while in her underground village, the kobold scouts had brought in a 
goblin child that was wounded and dying the the caves.  The village wanted to leave the child and dispose of it, she 
took it on herself to heal the goblin and nurse it back to health.  Though the goblin showed no signs of aggression 
toward the kobolds in about a year, the goblin was antsy to leave the village.  Not long after the goblin left the 
kobold village it was attacked and killed by other underdark denizens.  When word of this reached Haaelle, she felt 
that her place was no longer in the village but out where she could assist those who seek to rid the world of such 
denizens.  She left the village where she was escorted a short way, and has been travelling the rest of the ever since.  
She has only been on the surface for several days, and runs into the wandering party.  She knows common, draconic 
and undercommon.  So she will attempt to parlay with the group and ask what they do.  If they seek out and kill 
creatures, she asks to join the party and tells her story. 
This will only be a combat encounter if the party deliberately tries to attack Haaelle, if they are hostile toward her 
she will try to flee.  If they attack her, she will try to hold person one, and then flee. 
 
Treasure:  Haaelle carries 42gp, 26sp and 10cp.  She has her small quarterstaff, ringmail and copper holy symbol. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players 
The hills are rather peaked and sloped these last few hours, and as you actually have to make a few climb checks on 
some area’s, your ris k of slipping decreases as they start levelling out over the next few miles.  While travelling, 
your muscles a little sore from working and climbing a little, your breath’s a little heavy, sweat beading a little on 
your foreheads.  You are hoping to make good headway and camp in the next three hours. 
Make PC’s roll spot check, if they succeed read following. 
You spot a small humanoid in the distance around four hundred feet off, travelling in your direction.  At this rate it 
could be several minutes before you are able to identify what the lone humanoid is. 
If the PC’s fail their spot check, Haaelle will introduce herself and startle the party. 
Your hearts leap from your chests when you hear the high pitched “hello” burst from the ground to the west of the 
party.  You see standing there a small reddish scaled kobold wearing ringmail and holding a quarterstaff.  The 
creature has what appears to be a smile over its reptilian face and a copper holy symbol dangles around its neck.  
“Hello” the little kobold who barely stands over 2’ tall says again. 
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Encounter 2 – Rumblers (3) 
Source: Sword & Sorcery Creature Collection I 
Time: 9:43am 
 
Rumblers      Initiative  -1  Movement 35’     CR – 5 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  52  18  +8  2d6+3 bite  Fort +11 
2.  49  18  +8  2d6+3 bite  Refl +8 
Skills:  Spot +3, Hide +3, Intimidate +8, Intuit Direction +5, Listen +4  Will +4 
Feats:  Combat Reflexes, Improved Bull Rush 
Special:  Rumbling Bite, Deceiving Call 
Rumbling Bite – Rumblers bellow when attacking and even when locking onto prey with their bite, when bitten by 
a rumble a victim must make a fort save vs DC14 or be stunned for 1d4-1 rounds and take and additional 1d4 
damage per round from the beasts roar (while the beast has its jaws locked on the victim) 
Deceiving Call – The rumbler can alter the apparent source of its bellow by 140’ in open ground and 220’ in hills.  
It requires a listen check vs DC 23 to accurately determine where the sound is coming from and what distance it is. 
 
Synopsis: 
This pair of rumblers will stalk the party and will use their deceptive bellow to make the party think they are going 
further from the party, when in fact they are closer.  They will approach the party from the rear, but project their call 
so that they seem to be fro m the left side and they will alter their call so that they seem to be getting further away 
rather than closer.  When the rumblers get close enough, they will attempt to get to within 20’ of the party before 
striking.  Rumblers resemble alligators that live on land only, except they have thicker necks, heads and much larger 
overall girth.  They are rather large and weigh in excess of 400 pounds. 
 
Treasure:  Rumblers contain no treasure and do not collect any.  The do not have lairs, instead just wander and 
patroll their territory like lions do. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players 
A new day brings renewed muscles and determination to cross the hills and get to where your going.  After a few 
morning rations and some water, you break down the campsite, put out the fire, scatter it and continue along your 
way.  After nearly two hours of walking this morning, a low rumbling roar is heard approximately two hundred 
yards the the left of the party.  After just a few moments as you are all cautiously looking in that direction, a second 
roar is heard, this one from the same direction, but sounding a little further and lower.   
At this point make the party roll listen checks (If the beat DC 10, they hear the roar, if they beat DC23 they hear that 
the roar is coming from behind them instead of to the left) 
If the party fails to beat DC 23, read the following: 
You hear another roar this time sounding even further, so that it is barely audible, you are fairly certain whatever it 
was it is moving further away and is probably 500+ yards by now. 
If the party does beat DC23, read the following: 
You notice that the roars seem to originate from the left of the party, but in studying and carefully hearing, you hear 
a slight waver which indicates to you that the origination of the roar is from directly behind the group. 
If the party did not beat DC23, and continues on assuming that the encounter is over, then read the following 
eventually. 
After you are sure you are clear you continue travelling, hearing the occasional low rumble in the same direction 
getting lower and lower still.  Around fifteen minutes pass, and you all turn instantly when the rumble from behind 
the group is so loud you all screech and cover your ears, a second rumble follows the first like a loud roar, the sound 
is like a cross between a lions roar and a rattlesnakes tail.  Within ten feet of the rear party members, are two nearly 
fifteen feet long reptilian creatures.  They resemble large alligators or crocodiles, except much wider and with 
stocker necks and heads.  Their throats expand and contract as their release their rumbles, which   grow louder and 
then lower.  You are shocked as they rush in to snap at the rear party members. 
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Encounter 3 – Possible Cave Discovery (Wyvern in cave) 
Source:  WOTC Monster Manua l 
Time:  4:02pm 
 
Wyvern      Initiative  +1  Movement 20’, 60’ fly   CR – 6 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  85  17  +9/+4/+4/+4 1d6+4 sting, 2d8+2 bite Fort +7  

Sting/Bite/Wing/Wing , 1d8+2 wing claw Refl +6 
Skills:  Listen +13, Move Silently +9, Spot +13    Will +6 
Feats:  Alertness, Flyby attack        
Special:  Poison, Improved Grab, Snatch, Scent     
Poison – A stung victim makes a fort save VS DC17, initial & secondary damage 2d6 temporary con damage. 
Improved Grab – If a wyvern hits with both claw attacks it hangs on and stings as an extra action.  (This can only 
be done while wyvern is flying, This wyvern is encountered in a cave, so the stats for its claws are not listed)  
Snatch – If a wyvern grabs a creature four sizes or smaller, it gets automatic claw damage and sting damage every 
round the hold is maintained.  A wyvern can drop a snatched creature as a free action or use a standard action to 
fling a creature 30’, causing 3d6 damage or falling damage (whichever is greater).  A reflex save is allowed for ½ 
damage. (This can only be done while wyvern is flying,)  
 
Synopsis: 
The party will potentionally notice a distant cave almost two thousand feet from their current position, if they can 
spot the cave and if they choose to investigate it, they will walk into the middle of a wyvern’s lair.  If they do not 
spot the cave, or choose not to investigate it, then the encounter is ended. 
If they investigate the cave, it will be the lair of a wyvern.  There are several humanoid skeletons in broken disarray 
all over the place.  The wyvern does like shiny objects so some it will have moved all of the treasure to the area 
where it nests.  The wyvern recently dispatched an adventuring party with a  priest who had potions, scrolls and a 
wizard who had a wand.  The wyvern now has all the items. 
The wyvern will know the group is in its lair when they are within one hundred feet of it, it will rush to attack the 
party when it knows its lair is infiltrated.  The cave itself is variable between 18’ and 20’ high, with between 25 and 
35’ width.  The cave is not a tunnel and is just one large oval like cavern, with some columns all over the place that 
block view of the rear of the lair from the outside.  The cave has approximately 2500 square feet in size. 
 
Treasure:  69pp, 329gp, 247cp, Masterwork Buckler Shield, Masterwork Bastard Sword, Regular studded leather , 
Regular Splint mail, Regular platemail, regular light mace, regular large steel shield, regular long sword, Potion of 
lesser restoration, Wand of charm person (14 charges), Potion of cure light wounds, Potion of vision, Divine Scroll 
of (Detect Law, Hold Person)   
The potions are all found in a single coffer that is locked (DC 20 to pick the lock).  The Scroll is in a steel scroll 
tube.  The wand is littered in with the coins. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players 
Early this afternoon, having drinken some water for lunch and munching on several rations while on the go.  A small 
flock of birds forming a V in the sky are seen flying in the western horizon.   
Have party make spot checks, if any beats DC 20 then the cave is discover, if everyone fails read the following 
Not noticing anything unusual you all continue your trek as normal, nothing apparent out of the normal. 
If the party succeeds in their spot check above 
You spot in the hillside in the distance of almost half a mile, a small relatively circular hole in the hill, indicative of 
a cave of some sort. 
If the party does not investigate the cave, the encounter is over (though you can make the wyvern attack later if you 
want), or else if the party decides to investigate the cave read further. 
As you approach the cave, little dried black spots of liquid are noticed in random patterns around the ground on the 
outside of the cave.  (If anyone has monster lore or herbalism, they can make a check vs DC 18 to determine this is 
the dried stinger poison of Wyverns) 
As you enter the cave various pillars and columns are found all over the entrance and inside which is nearly thirty 
feet wide and twenty feet tall.  As you explore deeper into the cavern which is fairly well lit from the setting sun.  
You notice some dark brownish scales glinting in the fading sunlight.  Rapidly moving across the ground now you 
see the creature, its wings folded and coming to a deadly clawlike point, it scorpion like tail hanging over its dragon 
like maw.  The wyvern descends upon the party happy to have a quick easy meal enter its lair you presume. 
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Encounter 4 – Stone Giants(2) 
Source:  WOTC Monster Manual 
Time:  10:38pm 
 
Stone Giants     Initiative  +2  Movement 40’   CR – 10 
HP  AC  Attack   Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  127  25  +17/+12melee 2d6+12 Huge Greatclub Fort +13  
2.  130  25  +12/+7ranged or 2d8+8 Rock   Refl +6  
Skills:  Climb +10, Jump +10, Spot +3, Hide +8 (in hills)   Will +4  
Feats:  Combat Reflexes, Point Blank Shot, Power Attack, Precise Shot    
Special:  Rock Throwing, Rock catching.       
Rock Throwing – A rock is excellent at throwing and receives a +1 bonus to throwing boulders of medium size 
(40-50lbs) 
Rock Catching – If a rock or boulder is thrown at the giant they may make a free reflex save to catch it as a free 
action. 
 
Synopsis: 
Here are a pair of Stone giant males one hundred and fourty years old each.  They are the scouts for their village that 
is several days away.  They were resting during the day, after dispatching some nasty ogres earlier.  Tonight they 
were traveling and just having rock throwing contests and playing catch.  The stone giants are Vitorg and Magrok.  
Vitorg was throwing a fifty pound rock toward Magrok, this was at a distance of about four hundred feet from the 
party.  The Giants were running and playing and did not notice the encampment.  When Magrok misses the catch, 
the fifty pound boulder crashes right into the center of camp (there is a 25% chance it could hit a sleeping or 
watchful character).  Once the giants realize their goof up, they will approach the camp and apologize.  They will 
offer assistance and if one of the party members was injured will give 250gp to help compensate for the accident. 
They will not fight, but if the party member is rude they will retract the offer of gold.  If the party members are 
hostile, the giants will start threatening, but will not attack unless the party attacks first.  If the party kills the stone 
giants, (which is not a good act, as they are neutral good alignment and do not want to deliberately harm the party) 
all of their belongings and treasure are listed below. 
 
Treasure:  21pp, 1672gp, 106cp, 2 small gems (3ct oval cut sharpstone (3gp), 3.1 ct aventurine (36gp), 2 large 
gems (Samarskite 487ct, uncut (110gp), (Alabaser 68ct, uncut (3gp) 
Cursed –3 shortsword.  (this shortsword is very elaborate and studded with rubies) 
Cooking pot, String (10'), 2 Cloaks (giant sized), Thread 5', Tinderbox, Shoes (giant sized), Boots (giant sized), 
Sewing needle, Beads (stone), Bag of salt (1 pound), 2 sets of Dice (bone), Bag of flour (10 pounds), Lump of Wax, 
Tankard 
The giants took most of their goods with them from the village, the exception is some coins and gems which were 
found among the ogres they killed.  The cursed shortsword was found in one of the ogre’s sacks, who had taken it 
after killing an adventurer who thought he was sold a powerful magical sword. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the player who is on watch, if there is none, then only read the part after the boulder hits camp. 
As you watch vigilantly over your comrades this evening, keeping yourself entertained by counting the glowing 
embers in the campfire, a low but repeating thudding sound perks your interest.  Not quite able to pin point the 
source, it sounds a bit distant.  All of a sudden, you see movement flashing through the air.  A large rock nearly 
twice the size of a halfling tumbles through the air to crash into the ground and (nearly hit or hit) a comrade.  The 
thudding sounds grow larger, by now you have woken your party and drawn your weapons to face the intruders.  
Standing nearly thirteen feet tall a pair of gray skinned giants approach the encampment.  They both carry enormous 
clubs almost twice the length of a man on their shoulders.  One has his hands held up in the air, in a peaceful 
manner.  He speaks several words, his voice deep and resonating through the rolling hilltops. 
“My apologies, we were playing a game and Magrok failed to catch the rock” 
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Encounter 5 – Bugbears (4) & 1 advanced by 2 levels.  
Source:  WOTC Monster Manual 
Time:  5:31am 
 
Bugbears (normal)    Initiative  +1  Movement 30’   CR – 6 
HP  AC Attack    Damage     Saving Throws  
1.  18  17 +4melee, +3 ranged 1d8+2 morning star, 1d6+2 javelin   Fort +2 
2.  16   17 +4melee, +3 ranged 1d8+2 morning star, 1d6+2 javelin   Refl +4 
3.  14  17 +4melee, +3 ranged 1d8+2 morning star, 1d6+2 javelin   Will +1 
4.  14  17 +4melee, +3 ranged 1d8+2 morning star, 1d6+2 javelin   
Skills:  Climb +2, Hide +3, Listen +3, Move Silently +6, Spot +3     
Feats:  Alertness           
Special:  Darkvision 60’          
 
Ragnorr - Bugbear Leader, Barbarian 2     Initiative  +2  Movement 40’   CR – 4 
HP  AC Attack    Damage    Saving Throws  
1.  45  18 +7melee, +6 ranged 2d6+4 greatsword, 1d6+3 javelin Fort +2 
While Raged 16 +9melee, +8 ranged 2d6+7 greatsword, 1d6+5 javelin Refl +4  
Str 17, Dex 15, Con 16, Int 12, Wis 10, Cha 6     Will +1 
Skills:  Move silently +6, Hide +5, Intimidate +1, Jump +4     
Feats:  Alertness, Power Attack (4)         
Special:  Darkvision 60’, Rage 1x per day, Uncanny Dodge     
Ragnorr can take up to 4 points away from his attack and add it to damage as his power attack feat. 
Rage – Once per day Ragnorr can rage for up to 8 rounds, temporarily increasing his strength to 21 and his 
constitution to 20.  This also provides him with a +2 bonus to will saves, as well as increased bonus to fortitude due 
to his constitution increase.  While raged, his normal attack bonus becomes +9 melee, +8 ranged, and his damage 
bonus increases to +7 with the greatsword and +5 with the javelin. 
 
Synopsis: 
Ragnorr is the leader of a small tribe of bugbears in a nearby cave.  This evening he was leading his hunting party 
out on a raid to look for fresh game or some victims to prey upon.  He will come upon the sleeping party as they 
were heading back toward their caves, after a night of disappointment.  Their only game, a large elk had gotten away 
from them.  They decide to attack the helpless party in an attempt to bring home food and treasure.  The cavern of 
the bugbears is about four hours away, and can be found if someone has tracking in the group and makes a 
wilderness lore check vs DC 20.  The cave has 6 females waiting with four cubs, but their stats aren’t listed as part 
of this encounter. 
The bugbears will use their move silently and hide checks to stay secretive, where they will try and close to twenty 
feet.  At which points they will all throw javelins and then close with their melee weapons.  Ragnorr himself will 
rage in the first round of combat and attack who he thinks is the most powerful PC.  Ragnorr will order his fellow to 
retreat if the tide of battle goes badly, though he will fight to the death.  His comrades will therefore not leave and let 
him die, so they will all fight to the death.  Before the encounter begins have the bugbears make a move silently 
check, and a hide check.  These checks scores will be used for when the watchful party members make their listen 
and spot checks. 
 
Treasure:  The only treasure these bugbears have is their 4 morning stars, 4 leathers, 4 small shields, 5 javelins, and 
the masterwork greatsword that ragnorr uses.  Ragnorr also has 140cp and 26sp. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the player who is on watch, if there is none, then they party will only be aware after the javelins have struck.  
Allow the watchful party members to make spot and listen checks opposed to the hide and move silently checks the 
bugbears had made. 
Unsuccessful results read the following. 
As the crack of dawn starts painting the pale light blue across the distant landscape, the weary last several hours of 
being on watch are starting to fade from mind.  Perhaps a little dulled from not sleeping that well, or from being 
watchful for the last three hours, you notice far to late that something is wrong.  The whirling glint of metal javelins 
sailing through the air at yourself and your sleeping comrades has you scream a warning as you jump up to meet the 
threat.  Bugbears, you notice, five of them.  As they recover from hurling their javelins, you notice four grab 
morning stars from the backs, while a fifth as he is grabbing a greatsword lets out and enormous roar, and his 
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muscles tighten, his eyes become slightly glazed over.  His hulking mass almost seven and a half feet tall is quite 
intimidating indeed. 
Successful results read the following. 
Hearing the cracking of tried twigs on the ground, and the slight scratching of metal across metal.  You are alerted 
and luckily spot five bugbears crawling across the ground fourty feet from the encampment.  You wake your 
comrades as quickly as possible, and as you draw your weapon, the creatures realize their cover is blown.  They 
immediately stand erect and start to hurl their javelins at you. 
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Mountain Encounters 
 
Encounter 1 – Violent Weather Occurance 
Source: None 
Time: 7:51am 
 
Synopsis: 
While traveling through the mountains, a violent unnatural storm will form and persist around the area for about 
eight hours.  The party members should seek a nearby cave, which can be found on a 1 in 10, the cave has a 60% 
chance of being inhabited, which is not detailed in this encounter.  For every ½ hour the party is out in the storm, 
they must make dexterity checks vs DC 20 or slip and fall 1d6x10 feet, suffering 1d6 damage per ten feet fallen.  
There is also a 5% chance that a lightning bolt will strike a party member every ½ hour.  This is determined 
randomly, and the lighting if it hits, reflex save vs. DC 25, inflicts 6d6 points of damage.  The storm will start 
forming just after dawn, the light of morning will be drowned out by the dark ominous clouds.  By nearly eight in 
the morning, lighting and heavy winds will start assaulting the party.  The storm will pick up and be at its most 
violent at between noon and two in the afternoon.  Then will start dissipating and fade away altogether by four in the 
afternoon. 
 
Treasure:  There is no treasure in this encounter. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players initially, prior to storm hitting. 
Dawn comes with light gray clouds on the distant horizon this morning as you pack up your encampment and gear 
up for the journeying.  After just barely an hour of climbing, the sky starts to fill with dark menacing clouds that 
would seem to indicate a fast and violent storm is approaching.  You can now feel the breezes pick up and they start 
blowing slowly at first but quickly gathering in strength and speed. 
The party should look for a cave, every ½ hour spent searching there is a 1 in 10 chance of finding one within ten 
minutes distance.  Every ½ hour from this point on the party needs to make dexterity checks listed above, and also 
roll for random lightning strikes.  This passage can be read anytime after the above passage and is just a primer and 
description of the storm. 
You all cling tightly as you scurry across the mountain cliffs making sure your ropes are tightly tied around you and 
your hooks take hold in the now slippery wet stone.  The rain is more like a waterfall pouring from the sky seeking 
to rip everything clinging to the rocky surface of the mountain and drag it down to the chasms below.  Thunder 
seems to echo constantly, voices can barely be heard between fellow party members.  You swear you can see the 
shadow of a potential cave in the distance.  The winds are so violent at this point, you can feel your body being 
tugged away as if some unseen force is trying to throw you into the sky.  Lightning strikes a section of the mountain 
nearby, causing many rocks to tumble downward several hundred feet.  You senses tell you to find shelter and find it 
quickly. 
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Encounter 2 – Brass Dragon, Juvenile 
Source:  WOTC Monster Manual 
Time: 12:36 AM 
 
Brass Dragon, Juvenile    Initiative  +0 Movement 60’, fly 200; CR - 7 
HP  AC Attack    Damage    Saving Throws  
1.  128  22 (23 vs 1 )  +16 (claws)x2 1d6    Fort +10 
    +16 (bite)x1 1d8    Refl +8  
Skills:  Hide +10, Listen +8, Spot +6, Move Silently +12    Will +9 
Feats:    Alertness, Cleave, Power Attack, Hover, Dodge 
Special:  Fire Subtype, Speak with Animals, Endure Elements, Breath Weapon 
Fire Subtype:  Fire immunity, double damage from cold except on a successful save. 
Speak with Animals:  3x per day 
Endure Elements:  3x per day 10’ x 4’ area of effect 
Breath Weapon :  Brass dragons have two different types of breath weapons.   
The first is a 60’ long line of fire that causes 4d6 damage, Save DC 18 for ½ damage. 
The second is a 30’ long cone of sleep, that unless a will save vs DC 18 is made, all fall asleep for 1d6+4 rounds. 
 
Synopsis:   
This young dragon has a hidden lair nearby, his mother had flown off to find some food six years ago and have 
never returned.  The dragon a bit underdeveloped socially and mentally for his age is very curious about who 
traverses the mountains around his lair.  The dragon is a little too young to know about good and evil and does not 
know what happened to his mother.  The dragon will study the party while they sleep and sift through their 
belongings, or if there is a waking party member, play games, teasing by throwing rocks, using simple tricks.  He 
will not be malicious, but simply curious.  If caught the dragon will try to flee as its gut instinct, if he is talked to he 
will reluctantly make conversation with the group.  He will explain what happened to his mother and inquire if 
anyone has any knowledge where she might be.  The dragon known as Liss’Sarvon will offer rudimentary 
knowledge about the surrounding area that he knows.  Maybe saying what local towns or villages are nearby and 
what monsters he may have seen in the area.  If the party is hostile toward him his first instinct is to flee, and will 
only fight as a last resort, if the dragon knows he cannot win he will attempt to bargain for his life by offering 
treasure in his cave.  He will try and say he will return with the treasure if they spare him, but he will fly away and 
never come back if they do.  He will only lure them to his lair if he is near death, and the party has him in their grips.   

 
Treasure:  (IN Lair Only) 1967gp, 620sp, 1800cp, 6 small gems, 4 mo derate size gems, 1 large gem, sixteen 
random regular weapons and armors, 2 potions of cure light wounds, 2 potions of strength, 1 potion of cure 
moderate wounds, 1 arcane scroll of (Web, Magic Missile, Spider Climb), Ring of Jumping, Bastard Sword +1 
 
Narration: 
Read to the player (if there is a party watch) 
The second watch of the evening began nearly an hour ago as you walk solemly around the encampment, just 
making sure nothing is amiss before sitting down, you notice some strange clawprints in the ground on the outskirts 
of the campfire.  Investigating them further, they seem to be fresh.  About two feet across, they appear to be reptilian 
in origin. 
If the group is awakened, and they all start investigating, then they can each make a spot check vs DC 20, if no one 
succeeds, then the dragon is not spotted.  Read the following if someone beats the DC 20. 
As you are all scouring the area looking for something that may have made the claw prints in the ground, {Player(s) 
who passed spot check} you see the glinting of light off of yellow colored scales just behind a cluster of boulders in 
the distance.    
At this point they may try and attack right away, or call out to the creature.  If they attempt to attack, the dragon will 
flee immediately, flying off.  If they try to parley, then the dragon will call back to the group and initiative 
conversation per the above guidelines. 
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Encounter 3 – Bush of Knowledge 
Source: None 
Time: 3:11am 
 
 
Synopsis: 
The party will be resting in the mountains, and the watch members at this time of morning will notice some Dark 
blue glows emanating from the west.  They will see a large bush that is stone grey in color, with three walnut sized 
but navy blue colored berries that emit an soft blue glow.  These berries are magical in nature and are spawned by 
the forces of wild magic that run natively in the land.  These strange fruits and plants sprout up randomly at different 
times and the fruit they bear can cause unpredicable effects.  In this case, these berries are enhanced with the gift of 
experience.  The bush only sprouts 3 glowing berries, and all three must be eaten by the same pc to gain the benefit.  
The benefit is the permanent addition of 277 experience points which are granted immediately upon swallowing the 
third berry. 
 
Treasure:  There is no treasure besides the berries themselves. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players who are on watch at 3:11am, if no one is on watch, this encounter will not happen. 
As you quitly mend your clothing, armor and make sure your weapons are in tip top shape, no signs of danger are 
apparent in the air.  As the campfire dies down to a very faint glow of embers and flames gasping for more fuel, you 
notice another glow coming from the west.  This glow is soft and navy blue in color, your gaze focuses on a small 
bush, with blue glowing berries on it.  You are quite curious and are sure you would have noticed this glow earlier in 
the evening, as you study it from a distance the bush itself has gray almost stone like limbs and branches, and the 
three deep blue colored berries are the size of walnuts, and emit a soft navy blue glow.   
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Encounter 4 – Rast 
Source: WOTC Monster Manual 
Time: 2:27pm 
 
Rast    Initiative  +5 Movement fly 50’ good   CR – 5  
HP  AC Attack    Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  32  15  4 claws +6, 1d4+2   Fort +5   

or Bite +6 1d8+3   Refl +5 
         Will +5 
Skills:  Hide +7, Listen +7, Move Silently +7         
Feats:  Dodge, Improved Initiative 
Special: Paralyzing Gaze, Improved Grab, Blood Drain, Fire subtype, Flight 
Paralyzing Gaze:  Those who meet the gaze of the Rast must make a fortitude save vs. DC 13 or be paralyzed 1d6 
rounds. 
Improved Grab:  If the Rast hits with its bite attack, it automatically deals damage every round as it holds on with 
its mouth. 
Blood Drain:  Each round a Rast maintains a hold, it drains 1 constitution point due to blood drain.  This is 
temporary and recovers normally per rules regarding temporarily ability loss. 
Fire Subtype:  Fire immunity, double damage from cold except on a successful save. 
Flight:  A rast can fly as per the spell cast by an 11th level sorcerer as a free action.  A rast that loses this ability can 
only perform partial actions. 
 
Synopsis: 
This particular rast in its raving hunger had chased a small fiend from the plane of fire through a hidden gateway 
that lead in the heart of a long dead volcano under the mountains.  Trapped in this plane with no way to return, the 
Rast soon learned that prime material beings had delicious blood.  The Rast has been attacking everything and 
anything in its path, and the party is just another thing to feed on. 
 
Treasure:  The Rast is not intelligent enough to collect treasure. 
 
Narration: 
Read to the players as the travel through the mountains; 
The tough slope of the last peak has your muscles tense and your backs aching.  This particular slope is a little less 
steep and though keeps you sweaty and always out of breath, is more managable.  A snarling sound is heard from 
the west and your gazes drift rapidly.  Flying through the air, just six feet off of the ground is a small creature of 
demonic appearance.  You can barely register the oddidy of the beast, a large draconic like head with a large mouth 
full of teeth on a thick neck that ends in a sphere body.  Sprouting out from all over the sphere like body is long 
insect like legs that each end in a single hooked claw.  The creature has a blood thirsty look ,and it travels very fast 
with one thing in its mind you presume, and that is having you for lunch. 
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Encounter 5 – Spire Wyvern 
Source: Sword and Sorcery Creature Collection I 
Time: 11:54pm 
 
Spire Wyvern     Initiative  +3 Movement 20’, fly 120’ good   CR – 4 
HP  AC Attack    Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  50  18  2 talons +8, 2d6   Fort +2   

Bite +3  1d8   Refl +9 
Tail +8  1d10   Will +0 

Skills:  Move Silently +8, Search +11, Spot +11    
Feats:  None 
Special: Poison, Keen Senses, Screech of the Spires 
 
Keen Senses :  Spire wyverns can see up to a mile with a great deal of accuracy. 
 
Poison:  The spire wyverns tail delivers a paralyzing venom.  Anyone injured by the tail must pass a Fortitude save 
vs. DC 13 or become paralyzed 1d6 hours.  It takes 1d4 rounds after hit before the paralysis sets in, if the character 
fails its save. 
 
Screech of the Spires :  Spire wyverns can let out a great, piercing screech.  This sound may be heard up to a mile 
away, and it is distinctive enough that guards and/or others who are familiar with a spire wyvern can recognize its 
particular call.  The screech also temporarily deafens opponents within 60’ for 2d4 rounds unless the victim makes a 
Fortitude Save vs DC 9. 
 
Synopsis: 
The party will be camping out and this Spire Wyvern will recognize them as prey to be taken while they are 
vulnerable and sleeping.  The wyvern will swoop down as quick and fast as possible against one of the people who 
are on watch.  It will try to paralyze everyone moving as fast as possible and then slay and feast after all have been 
paralyzed. 
 
Treasure:  The creature has no treasure, and its lair is too far to find. 
 
Narration: 
Make the player roll a listen check vs the creatures move silently check.  If the player succeeds, then he hears the 
wyvern coming in for a swoop.  If he does not, the creature attacks immediately and the character is considered 
prone. 
If the player succeeded: 
The whistling of the wind is interrupted suddenly by a whooshing sound, faint but coming from above.  You gaze up 
to see a long reptilian creature in the middle of a dive toward you.  It is barely ten feet above you before you quickly 
roll and attempt to gain your ground.  Roll initiative. 
 
If the player fails, then the wyvern gets a single tail attack against the character, hit or miss, the character then is 
aware and can act normally. 
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Swamp Encounters 
 
Encounter 1 – Ogres (5) 
Source: WOTC Monster Manual 
Time: 9:31am 
 
Ogres      Initiative  -1 Movement 30’   CR – 2 (6 total) 
HP  AC Attack    Damage    Saving Throws  
1.  28  16  Huge Greatclub +8 2d6+7   Fort +6  
2.  30  16  Huge Greatclub +8 2d6+7   Refl +0 
3.  31  16  Huge Greatclub +8 2d6+7   Will +1 
4.  29  16   Huge Greatclub +8 2d6+7 
5.  36  17  Huge Spear +8m, +1r 2d6+7m or 2d6+5r 
 
Skills:  Climb +4, Listen +2, Spot +2 
Feats:  Weapon Focus (Greatclub) 
 
Synopsis: 
The party will just have finished packing up camp, eating their morning meal and continuing on their way.  The 
ogres are a scouting party looking to bring back food for the women and children of the village.  They have had little 
luck catching anything for the last two days, and are in a very aggressive dispositon.  They will attack onsight, and 
the remaining will flee if three of the five of them are killed. 
 
Treasure:  The ogres have only their most basic of belongings, including 89sp, and 104cp which was picked up 
from a ragged pouch they had found. 
 
Narration: 
Having packed up camp and continued your travels this morning, the firm ground of an hour ago has given way to 
the mucky sticky wet ground you now wade through.  Your boots sink several inches deep and the plopping noises 
they emit when you lift them out for your next step is almost comical.  The shrew stink of rotted vegetation leaves 
your nostrils slightly sore, and the fluttering of buzzards overhead to the east as they are probably awaiting a feast on 
a fresh kill is noticed.  The trees and foliage are quite thick nearly like a forest in this muck, the sounds of deep and 
fast plopping sounds coming from the west indicates someone or something besides your own party is wading 
through the swamp.   
 
At nearly two hundred feet distance you can see the five humanoids approaching and recognize them for what they 
are.  Ogres, and they appear to be bloodthirsty.   One one of them wields a spear, the other four wield huge clubs and 
have no missile weapons that you can tell.  The advantage is on your side and you probably have at least twenty 
seconds before they will be within melee range. 
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Encounter 2 – Blood Reaper  
Source:  Sword and Sorcery Creature Collection II 
Time: 4:12pm 
 
Blood Reaper     Initiative  +11 Movement 60’  CR – 10 
HP  AC Attack    Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  111 /   26  4 razors +14 1d8+6   Fort +9   

or Slam +14 2d6+9   Refl +11 
     Will +7 

Skills:  Hide +10, Intuit Direction +8, Listen +15, Spot +14, Wilderness Lore +15 
Feats:  Dodge, Improved Initiative, Mobility, Spring Attack, Tracking 
Special: Scent, Blood Loss, Blood Fire 
 
Blood Loss – If all four of a reaper’s attacks hit the same target, the victim is considered wounded.  The victim will 
lose an additional 1d4 hit points per round due to bleeding.  Further successful quadruple attacks will increase the 
bleeding by another d4.  The bleeding can only be stopped by a heal check vs. DC 15 or any cure or healing spell. 
 
Blood Fire – A reaper may invoke this power once per day.  When this power is invoked, any victims who have 
taken a wound from the blood reaper in the last hour which remains unhealed, must make a Fortitude save vs. DC 24 
or be stricken with racking pain and incapacitated for 1d6 rounds.  Incapacitated characters lose all Dexterity bonus 
to AC and can perform no actions besides writhing in pain. 
 
Synopsis: 
This encounter is very deadly, and should be presented after a previous battle where they PC’s should still be 
partially wounded.  The Blood Reaper will smell their blood from 2 miles away and proceed toward the group as 
fast as possible to savagely dispatch them. 
 
Treasure:  None 
 
Narration: 
Still nurturing wounds from your previous encounter, you decide that you would press on in your travels for only 
another hour before setting up camp.  Fourty minutes elapse as you continue to walk through the moist but stable 
ground, and the smell of soil and decaying plant matter has remained as strong over the past several hours.   

DM Note:  Have players all make a spot check Vs DC 20, if anyone succeeds you can read the following. 
As you gaze around sensing something is amiss, you notice a blur of movement to the south.  The movement is very 
quick, but you just have enough time to see something that appears humanoid and is still a few thousand yards away.  
Its size must be over eight feet. 
As you continue to be on guard, you notice the movement again, coming out from behind a large dying oak tree.  
The thing is much closer now, closer than you expected.  It stands nearly ten feet tall, and has four scythes extending 
from thin insectile like arms.  You take in more detail as the creature seems to fly across the ground toward the 
party.  It has a triangular head with mantis like features, sharp spikes line its body.  It has two powerful legs that 
have jagged spines in two rows up the back.  It’s exoskeleton is the color of dried blood, that seems to shimmer in 
the afternoon light.  Though you are not sure what the creature is, there is no mistaking the look of bloodlust in its 
eyes.  Its scythe-like arms are all raised in an attacking position. 
 
 DM Note:  If they fa il their check, then they will all be surprised, because the creature will close to within 
120’ without them noticing, then charge one of the members with an attack. 
 
A shrill shriek from a charge gives you barely enough time to turn your heads and see a creature that resembles a 
cross between a human and mantis.  It stands nearly 10 feet tall, and has four arms that end in scythe’s.  Its blood 
colored exoskeleton is covered from head to toe in sharp jutting spines.  The triangular head contains two insectile 
eyes with many facets all that reflect the surroundings around it like tiny mirrors.  The creature is upon you in an 
instant. 
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Encounter 3 – Dragonkin (3) 
Source:  WOTC Monsters of Faerun 
Time: 11:55am 
 
Dragonkin     Initiative  +1 Movement 20’, Fly 40’ (good)  CR – 3 (5 total) 
HP  AC Attack    Damage    Saving Throws  
1.  43 /   17  2 Foreclaws (+10) 1d6+4    Fort +5   
2.  42 /   17  Warfork (+10/+5) 1d12+6 (19-20/x2)  Refl +6 
3.  37 /   17        Will +7 
Skills:  Intimidate +11, Listen +12, Spot +12 
Feats:  Flyby attack, Great Fortitude 
Special: Rake 1d6+2, Detect Magic 
 
Synopsis: 
This encounter will occur only if the party contains magical items.  The dragon kin are scouts for their clan, whose 
sole purpose is to collect magical items and increase the treasure store of the Dragonkin.  If the party does not carry 
any magical items, then the Dragonkin will fly over the party and take no notice of them.  If the party does carry 
magical items, then the Dragonkin will engage the party and attempt to take the magical items by force.  The 
Dragonkin if unnoticed will attempt a flyby grab of any magical items that they are able to grab.  (Shields, weapons, 
helments..etc).  If the party has no items that can be easily grabbed, then the Dragonkin will attack from the air with 
their Warforks. 
 
Treasure:  Magical Items only: +1 Bush Knife, Wand of mirror image, Large metal shield +1, +1 whip  
 
Narration: 
DM Info:  Prior to encounter beginning, have the players make spot & listen vs.  DC 15 for their characters (or you 
can make them in secret).  If anyone succeeds in noticing the Dragonkin by either hearing them, or spotting them.  
Then read the passage Below, if everyone in the group fails all checks, then read the 2nd paragraph. 
 
At least one successful check: 
Traversing the peaks and valleys through the mountains this morning has already been tiring, having to use 
extensive muscle to pull yourselves up steep cliffs, you now find yourself walking on the edge of a mountain cliff.  
To the west is the wall of a particulary large mountain, the soil and rock beneath you seems stable which is a boon.  
To the east the ground beneath you travels a mere seven feet before merging with the air, the drop off is deadly at 
best, being an estimated four hundred feet to the bottom.  Your senses tell you something is a miss a few moments 
before you were surprised, at first all you heard were the fluttering of wings.   You figure it was a dragon or other 
large beast, and the sound was low indicating that the monster was quite a distance away.  When the three creatures 
however rose from the edge of the cliff to the east, you notice that they were indeed much closer than originally 
suspected.  Ten feet eastward, and hovering just above your arm’s length are 3 creatures of draconic stature.  They 
have dull mustard yellow scales, highlighted with brown and red spots.  Their faces are entirely draconic, complete 
with fangs and deep intelligent eyes.  They each carry a War Fork, that looks well crafted and particularly deadly.   
 
No successful checks: 
As you wind and twist along the peaks of these treacherous mountains, you find yourself walking a cliffside where 
the dropoff is only seven feet to the west.  You all hug the mountainside making sure you give the dropoff a wide 
girth.  As it approaches sometime near noon, you are already weary from expending energy traveling steep inclines 
and even having to use equipment and ingenuity to scale a few peaks.  Without warning you hear several wings 
beating, you turn to see three draconic humanoids hovering just ten feet away.  They have mustard yellow colored 
scales with rust colored stains randomly set about their bodies.  Their heads a purely draconic, complete with horns 
rising from their snouts and eyes set in the sides of their head.  They each appear to be between 9 and ten feet tall, 
with large wings that extend out ten feet and beat furiously.  They carry wicked looking warforks and are advancing 
upon the group, you barely have time to even draw your weapons as you brace yourself. 
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Encounter 4 – Trolls (2) 
Source:  WOTC Monster Manual 
Time: 3:03am 
 
Trolls       Initiative  +2 Movement 30’    CR – 5 (7 total) 
HP  AC Attack    Damage    Saving Throws  
1.  58 /   18 2 claws & bite   1d6+6 claw, 1d6+3 bite  Fort +11   
2.  63 /   18        Refl +4 

 Will +3 
Skills:  Listen +5, Spot +5 
Feats:  Alertness, Iron Will 
Special: Rend 2d6+9, Regeneration 5, scent, Darkvision 90’ 
 
Rend – If a troll hits with both claw attacks it latches onto its opponend and immediately attempts to tear them 
apart.  This causes an automatic additional 2d6+9 points of damage. 
 
Regeneration  – Fire and acid deal normal damage to trolls.  Ifa  troll loses a limb or body part it can be reattached 
instantly by holding the severed piece to the stump. 
 
Synopsis: 
The trolls are scouting the mo untainside’s for a meal to bring back to the larger females and little ones in a cave that 
lies just six miles to the south of the party’s current position.  (If they have a tracker, and want to go to the source, 
this can be a separate encounter, possibly a small module).  The trolls have no intention of leaving the party alive 
and will proceed to kill them and bring the meat back for harvest as soon as possible.  The trolls do have 
rudimentary clothing covering their bodies, and they do have several sacks which they carry over their shoulders.  
They will drop the sacks when they engage the party. 
 
Treasure:  12 pp, 157 gp, 656 sp, Masterwork greataxe, Masterwork broadsword, Masterwork Ring Blade shield, 
Potion of wisdom, +1 gladius 
 
Narration: 
DM Info:  The trolls are not very crafty and will be drawn to the party’s campfire if there is one, if there is no 
campfire, then the trolls will not notice the party until they are within 90’ of the party.  If this happens, then any of 
the party members may be given a Listen check vs DC 10 to hear the trolls.  If the campfire is ablaze, then the listen 
check will be against DC 15 as the trolls will notice the group from much further away and be a little more quiet.  If 
there is no one on watch, then make listen checks against DC 20 to awake. 
 
At least one successful listen check: (Assuming someone on watch). 
As you fix your gaze around the encampment, searching for signs of life and movement in this otherwise calm and 
quiet night.  The flicker of the campfire brings welcome warmth to your chilly limbs.  The mountains seem to 
always be cold, the air is thin and you always seem just a little tired, even after sleeping for several hours.  As you 
poke a couple of sticks into the fire to stir up the embers and toss another log into the flames, you watch the ash and 
sparks climb through the air like tiny fairies.  You suddenly snap alert, you were quite sure you heard something.  
Maybe something falling in the distance, a low thump sound.  You listen carefully cursing your own heartbeat for 
being so loud to your ears, as you strain to hear something else.  After a few moments, you hear it again, this time 
not a single thump but several and timed close together.   You recognize the movement as footsteps, something large 
and heavy.  You start to prepare yourself for the worst. 
 
DM Note:  At this point the player may rouse the rest of the group, or proceed to investigate alone.  When the PC(s) 
finally get the trolls in view you can follow with this dialogue. 
 
The source of the sounds becomes apparent as you see a pair of hideously tall green humanoids.  The trolls are 
wearing rags of clothing that barely covers their bodies, each one is holding a large sack over one shoulder.  The 
trolls start closing the gap now, and they drop the s acks they were holding.  The trolls open their mouths and even at 
this distance you can see the black putrid saliva leak down their chins.   
 
No successful checks:   
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DM NOTE:  If there are no successful listen checks or the party is all asleep and no one is on watch, then the PC’s 
get one more chance when the trolls are within 10’ of the group.  Sleeping members get a check vs DC 20, PC’s who 
are on guard get a check vs DC 10.  If there is no successes now, then the trolls get free attacks of opportunity on the 
closest opponents.  After the attacks, you can read the following passage assuming one of the party members gets 
wounded. 
 
Sharp burning pain tears into your flesh jolting you awake, adrenaline pumping through your veins.  A pair of trolls 
looms over the party, one still with pieces of your flesh sticking to its claws.  The troll licks your blood from its 
fingers as it prepares another onslaught.  The foul smell, and urgency of the situation has you fumbling and off 
balance to defend yourself. 
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Encounter 5 – Evil Cleric with Skeletons (6) 
Source:  None 
Time: 2:14am 
 
Wirassi  (human, cleric, lvl 5)     Initiative +0   Movement 30’ BAB +3   CR – 5 
Str   10 Int   17 
Dex 11 Wis 16 
Con 14 Cha 18 
HP  AC  Attack    Damage   Saving Throws  
1.  34 /   16  +3 melee (Morning star)  1d8 / x2    Fort +6  

Breastplate & Chain  +3 ranged (sling)  1d4 / x2    Refl +1 
Will +7 

Skills:  Concentration +10, Knowledge Undead +11, Bluff +8, Disguise +8, Hide +6, Diplomacy +8, Intimidate +6, 
Knowledge Religion +5 
Feats:  Extra Turning, Heightened Turning (choose number up to caster level add to turn check & subtract from 
damage, Improved Turning (+2 to turn/damage checks), Divine Undead Mastery (allows 4x caster level in HD of 
undead) 
Special:  Rebuke/Command Undead 11x per day (turn check is at +6, damage check is at +11, Divine Spells  
Domains:  Death (Death Touch 5d6), Trickery (Bluff, Disguise, Hide are class skills) 
Spells Known: Level 0 -5  Level 1 -4+1 domain  Level 2 -3+1 domain  Level 3 -2+1 domain 
Spells denoted with a * are from Sword and Sorcery’s Relics and Rituals Book. 
Italics indicate the domain spell 
Level 0 DC12 – Resistance, Read Magic, Shockwave*, Detect Magic, Clean* 
Level 1 DC13 – Curse, Invisibility to Undead, Cure Light Wounds, Grim Feast*, Change Self 
Level 2 DC14 – Hold Person, Cure Moderate Wounds, Locate Corpse*, Death Knell 
Level 3 DC15 – Speak with Dead, Dispel Magic, Animate Dead   
 
Skeletons Initiative  +5 Movement 30’    CR – 1/3 (2 total) 
HP  AC Attack    Damage    Saving Throws  
1.  8 /   13 2 claws (+0)  1d4    Fort +0  
2.  9 /  13 2 claws (+0)  1d4    Refl +1 
3.  7 /  13 2 claws (+0)  1d4    Will +2 
4.  6 /  13 2 claws (+0)   1d4 
5.  10 /   13 2 claws (+0)  1d4 
6.  10 /   13 2 claws (+0)  1d4      
  
Skills:  None 
Feats:  Improved initiative 
Special:  Undead, ½ damage from slashing/piercing weapon, cold immunity 
 
Fiendish Hawk(s) (wand summon) Initiative  +5 Movement 10’, Fly 60’ (average)   CR – Included 
HP  AC Attack    Damage    Saving Throws  
1.  8  17 Claw +5   1d4-2    Fort  +2 
          Refl  +5 
Skills: Lis ten +6, Spot +6       Will  +2 
Feats:     Weapon Finesse (claws) 
Special:  Cold/Fire resistance 5, SR 1, Darkvision 60’, Smite Good 1x per day (+1 damage vs. good),  
 
Synopsis: 
Wirassi has suffered a humiliating defeat recently, she had a full compliment of zombies and skeletons and her 
swamp cavern where she was making her base of operations was raided by an orc party, with a shaman leading 
them.  They smashed through her undead and she barely escaped with her life.  Angry, she now attempts to rebuild 
her undead army.  She has spend the last several nights preying on encampments she has come across and in two 
nights has created six skeletons.  She is careful now, and she will use all of her magic and possessions to her best 
ability.  She notices this encamp ment and she will make a determination if it is worth trying to attack.  If the party 
has less than 4 members, she will attack.  If the party has greater than 4 members, then she will keep her distance 
and look for easier prey.  Her tactic will be to unleash her skeletons into melee, while she stays behind at a distance 
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of 60’ and works her magic to assist them.  She will bolster her undead to make them harder to turn if she spots a 
cleric in the party.  She will try to paralyze one of the PC’s and then strike that person down, she will use Grim Feast 
and Animate Dead on any new victims that fall.  She will also if losing user her superior bluffing and diplomacy 
abilities to evade defeat and/or death should she start to lose.  From a distance she will also discharge her wand of 
Summon Monster I every round , and have the fiendish hawks attack any spell casters.  The hawks will last for 6 
rounds if they are not killed before then.  If she is forced into melee combat, she will convert her spells as needed 
into inflict wounds spells.  
 
Treasure:  191gp, 97sp, 449cp, Potion of Charisma, Wand of Summon Monster I (6th level) - Fiendish Hawk (32 
charges). 
 
Narration: 
The party will be camping in the swamplands on stable ground.  The terrain around them will be filled with wild 
brush, bushes and many trees.  The campsite is relatively barren of all major plantlife save for the bushes and wild 
grasses.  If there is nobody on watch tonight, then the PC’s are allowed a single Listen Check Vs. DC 20 when the 
skeletons are fifteen feet from the party.  If they do have a party watch, then the party watch can make a spot check  
at 60’ vs. DC 12, and another listen check at 30’ vs DC 15 if they do not notice the skeletons.  If when they make the 
spot check they beat DC 25, then they will notice a humanoid robed figure standing in the distance at about 65’ near 
some bushes. 
 
Read the following if the party has a watch who succeeds in their first spot check: 
The moon has begun its decend in the last hour and the stars are cleared than ever this morning.  The campfire does 
well to keep you warm as you sit there in your armor, with a blanket thrown over your shoulder.  As you gaze to the 
four horizons the pale white colored forms started breaching the edge of the campfire light.  Half a dozen of them, 
standing on average between five and six feet tall.  They were skeletons, unusally cleaned.  They had no bits of 
rotting flesh or anything hanging on their bones, they were even very well polished. 
 
Read the following only if the PC(s) who succeeded at the spot check beat DC 25 
Just as you start to wake your comrades you spot an ominous figure behind the skeletons, so dark it appeared to be a 
shadow, but your eyes can make out more detail when you just have the figure in your peripheral v ision.  It is a 
humanoid in black robes, small white symbols are decorating the robes though you cannot make out any more detail 
at this distance.  The robed figure has some sort of stick in its left hand, you think it’s a wand. 
 
Read the following if the party has no watch or have failed all checks and the skeletons have closed to attack. 
You feel and sense the danger as you startle into alertness, you notice while skeletal fingers clawing toward your 
eyes and throat.  You scuttle backward and deftly roll to avoid the blows.  There they are in the middle of the 
encampment six skeletons already right among you.  They managed to evade detection and they have the upper hand 
for the moment.  As you ready yourself for another set of attacks you hear the screeching of an eagle, or perhaps a 
hawk.  You see one such bird dive toward your comrades from above. 
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